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“our driving consideration  
is always to increase the 
number of senior players 
participating in events”

SUMMARY
Seniors 35+ tennis has continued to make progress in the year in terms of the 
strength of its profile with stakeholders, the number of tennis opportunities 
and overall participation.
As we said in last year’s report, our driving consideration is always to increase 
the number of senior players participating in events, be they competitions 
or tournaments, or more socially inclined play.  To effectively deliver on this 
objective across both markets - competition and social - is a big ask in terms 
of our resources, particularly people.  All the State Divisions would agree that 
it seems to be becoming more and more difficult to recruit hardworking 
volunteers.  And so we have continued to question ourselves as to what we 
can realistically achieve and how we should be best structured to do so, as 
we consider our future and update our Business Plan.

It is heartening that, after a big turnaround and increase in membership 
numbers from 2012, the overall membership numbers have continued to 
hold up in the current year.  Participation numbers in tournaments and other 
events, as far as we are able to measure them, appear to be doing likewise.
It is fair to say also that our relationships with our major stakeholders are better 
than they have ever been.  We are working closely with Tennis Australia on 
our current operations and our future plans.  We meet and consult with the 
State Senior Divisions on a regular basis.  The profile of seniors tennis in the 
Member Associations (the bodies affiliated to Tennis Australia which manage 
tennis in each State) is higher than in the past.  And we have stronger contact 
with senior participants through our electronic newsletter “The Racquet”, our 
website and our Facebook presence.
Our funding model has changed deliberately and considerably over the past 
4 years.  Our view in recent years has been that higher membership fees in 
the State Divisions were a “barrier to entry”, and our new strategy has been 
to work with the States in lowering those fees and replacing that lost income 
with a user-pay “participation fee”.  In doing so, TSA agreed to forego the $12 
fixed fee per member paid to us by the State Divisions, provided they adopted 
the participation fee model.  In 2012 fixed fees from the State Divisions, based 
on their membership numbers, accounted for 73% of our revenue.  As a result 
of our strategy, in 2016 this is budgeted to be 27%.  The participation fee 
model (or “pay for play”) which now applies in all States except for Western 
Australian and Queensland, now accounts for 15% of our revenue from a base 
of zero.  The PFP model is by all accounts now well accepted and entrenched, 
particularly in NSW which is the major State participant in the program.  For 
the large majority of players, the extra $2 per participation they pay in ITF and 
National Ranking events (NRT’s) goes largely unnoticed.  
Tournament income from TSA “owned” events such as the Australian 
Teams Carnival and Individual Championships, and the Oceania Regional 
Championships, has also increased substantially.  Our costs have been kept 
under control and have remained more or less static over the past five years. 

In terms of financial results, we 
recorded a small surplus for the 
year and our cash reserves at year 
end were $113000.  We remain 
intent on using these reserves to 
further promote the interests of 
seniors tennis, and we are always 
encouraging the State Divisions to 
do likewise with their reserves.
The Calendar of Events which we 
publish reflects a busy 2015.  It 
includes 11 ITF tournaments and 
24 NRT’s, in addition to major team 
events such as the Teams Carnival, 
the annual and very successful Berri 
competition in South Australia, and 
the growing mixed teams events in 
Newcastle NSW.  Plus of course, many 
and varied country events managed 
and organised in many cases by 
the wonderful local supporters of 
seniors tennis.  The calendar for 2016 
is currently being complied and will 
be equally as busy.
On the world stage, Australia had 
one of its most successful years on 
record, if not the most successful.  
Since the last report, our teams 
beat the world in the 2014 Super 
Seniors Men’s 75 Bitsy Grant Cup 
in Turkey, and the Men’s 60 Von 
Cramm Cup World titles in France 
in June 2015.  At the present time, 
including our individual world title 
winners, we have no less than 18 
current world champions!!  What a 
wonderful achievement for a proud 
tennis playing nation.
In respect of most of the items 
mentioned in this summary, there 
is further comment later in this 
report.



SENIORS MEMBERSHIPS

The Executive, the support team and Governance issues
For the past year, the members of the TSA Executive have been Reg Trevaskis (President) 
Enid Besant-Ryan (Vice President) Pat Moloney (Secretary) Peter Froelich (Treasurer) and 
Peter Dighton (Committee).  We take this opportunity to extend our thanks to Fiona Medina 
who resigned from the Executive in March 2015 for personal reasons.  It was a pleasure 
having Fiona’s delightful and happy personality on our team, and she did an enormous 
amount of work in helping to ensure that the Oceania Regional tournament at Kooyong 
was an outstanding success.  

Following Fiona’s departure, Peter Dighton was asked to join the Executive.  He has a long 
family connection to seniors tennis as his father organised the very first seniors tournament 
ever held in Australia some 50 years ago.  Peter is a lawyer by profession and has brought a 
range of new skills to our team including facilitating our discussions about our future plans.

We are very ably assisted by our Webmaster Ian Somers who has also provided assistance with 
our newsletter “The Racquet” and our Facebook presence, Gail Bates as Ranking Coordinator 
and the custodian of our statistical records, and Steve Longworth whose experience and 
expertise we seek often in relation to tournament processes and regulations.  The Executive 
is also delighted to welcome back our previous Secretary and Life Member Tom Hancy as 
Publicity Officer.  Tom does a wonderful job contributing articles for Facebook, and doing 
write ups and reports on our performances at World Titles.  His history in our business, and 
his knowledge thereof, means that he is often consulted on a variety of other matters.

“overall membership numbers 
have continued to hold up in 

the current year”

We have met on five occasions in 2015 
– in Canberra in January, Shepparton in 
February, Brisbane in April, Gold Coast 
in June, and Brisbane again in October.  
The range of issues we discuss is 
obviously extensive but we are strong on 
governance and always review updated 
financial reports and approve all revenue 
received and expenditure incurred.

As stated elsewhere, the Business Plan on 
our website is currently being reviewed 
and updated.  Nevertheless it remains 
relevant in respect of topics such as our 
strengths and weaknesses, and threats 
and opportunities.

Our Constitution was updated at the AGM 
held in Canberra on 8 January 2015.  The 
major change related to a re-definition 
of membership categories, and the 
introduction of “provisional membership” 
subject to certain conditions.  This applies 
for example, where a seniors body ceases 
to operate in a State and another body 
takes over the administration of seniors 
tennis in their place.  As a result of these 
changes, we were able to admit Tennis 
Tasmania as provisional members, as 
they are the body now responsible for 
organising seniors tennis there.  Currently 
there are enquiries from the Northern 
Territory who could conceivably be 
admitted on the same basis.

Membership
Strong membership numbers are 
indicative of a strong and vibrant seniors 
tennis community.  Our strategy of 
working with the State Divisions to reduce 
membership fees has paid off, and as we 
reported last year, membership numbers 
have shown a dramatic increase from 2012.  
In the 2015 year, numbers have remained 
virtually the same as 2014.  It is pleasing to 
see continuing increased numbers in NSW 
and Victoria, who have both seized the 
initiative of no longer paying a fixed fee to 
TSA, and have offered a zero fee for the first 
year.
We remain of the view that there is 
still enormous potential to increase 
membership numbers and participation 
further, and the plans we are working 
on currently are partly focussed on this 
objective.

TSA Executive meet in Brisbane



Australian Teams Carnival 
(ATC) and Individual 
Championships (AIC)
Despite the fact that the highest ranking 
tournament in the annual calendar is the 
Oceania Regional, nevertheless the ATC 
and the AIC two week event will always be 
regarded by many as the premier event of 
the year.  It has the appeal of the friendly 
rivalry of teams week, the excitement and 
anticipation of the Opening Ceremony, 
and the glitter of the TSA Awards and 
Presentation night.

The Organising Committee in Canberra 
under the Chairmanship of John Stark 
did an extraordinary job with the 
organisation of the 2015 event.  For 
reasons we have alluded to earlier in this 
report, team numbers were down to 88 
from 109 in Hobart the previous year, and 
there were many teams from NSW which 
in itself gave rise to some scheduling 
challenges.  It seems that the days of 150 
or more teams are perhaps over.  Victoria 
emerged victorious and won the Teams 
Trophy.  Well done!

Tournaments and ITF Issues
As stated in the summary, the seniors tennis offering is considerable – 11 ITF tournaments, 
24 NRT’s and a host of other smaller events.  On the upside, this gives all of our players many 
opportunities to participate in the game we all love, and our higher level players adequate 
opportunities to score international or national ranking points.  On the downside, too 
many offerings mean of course that some events have declining numbers.  Often it is the 
smaller and lower ranked tournaments that suffer, and it is disappointing to see events 
such as Mildura disappear, and others such as Merimbula struggle.  Getting the balance 
right in terms of the number of events is a continuous dilemma.
 We think this is also partly the reason for the declining number of teams in the Australian 
Teams Carnival.  Pleasingly however, the participation numbers at major tournaments 
continue to hold up.  While the number of teams in the Carnival in Canberra was down to 
88, the entries in the Individual Championships were 257, only marginally down on Hobart 
in 2014.

Selectors and 
selection matters
In 2015, we expanded the number of 
selection panels to 6 – a Men’s and a 
Women’s panel for each of the Young 
Seniors, Seniors and Super Seniors groups.  
The responsibilities of a selector are never 
easy and the Executive extends thanks 
to all of them for their efforts during the 
year, as well as to Vice President Enid 
who has served as Convenor of Selectors.  
Representatives of the Executive meet 
with the selectors on a bi-annual basis 
with the objective of achieving a more 
consistent approach to selection across 
all panels.  
The panel members have remained 
largely unchanged in 2015 with the 
exception of Paul Macknamara who is 
welcomed as a Young Seniors selector, 
and Judy Hancy who returns to the Super 
Seniors panel.  Full details of the panels, 
as well as updated selection criteria, are 
available at www.tennisseniors.org.au/
selectors.htm

TSV Secretary Wendy Harrison receives  
the Team Carnival Trophy for Victoria

In respect of other TSA “owned” events, the Oceania Regional at Kooyong was a great 
success, due in no small measure to the wonderful organisation skills of Peter Froelich.  An 
increased number of 230 players took part.  Steve Longworth did the scheduling remotely 
and this worked exceptionally well.  Peter was ably assisted by Fiona Medina, Enid Besant-
Ryan and John Walker, who appeared out of nowhere and worked his backside off!  The 
Sunday night tournament dinner organised by Wendy Harrison was terrific and attended 
by over 150 players and partners.  We extend our thanks also to Cedric Mason and the staff 
at Kooyong and all of the other sponsors including major supporter Sapphire Care.
The national closed “licence” which TSA holds, was awarded to the Tennis Seniors Victoria 
organised event at Yarrawonga.  It is a wonderful and picturesque facility and attracted 
141 participants – an excellent result.
The NSW Championships continue to be the largest tournament by way of participant 
numbers, which increased in 2015 to 272.  With the significantly increased membership 
base in TSNSW, our view is that this can grow even further, and the Executive have 
decided to award the national closed “licence” to this event for 2016.  This is provided that 
a satisfactory financial arrangement between them and ourselves can be agreed, and we 
are sure that this can be achieved.  One of the major benefits of a national closed is that 
IPIN and non-IPIN players alike can participate in the same event.
Our relationship with the ITF remains excellent.  Having said this, we were disappointed 
that the ITF Seniors Committee chose not to approve our submission for more national 
closed licences for Australia.  For the reasons outlined above, we believe that the less 
restrictive conditions of a national closed would allow participation to increase, and that 
is always our ultimate goal.
On a more positive note, we are pleased that they have upgraded the Australian 
Championships to a Grade A – higher than an ITF1 and below only the World Titles and the 
Regional Closed events.  As a result, we have also requested that the TSQ Championships be 
upgraded to an ITF1 in 2016, and we are confident (but not assured) that this will be agreed 
to.  The ACT Championships have also been upgraded to an ITF2 for 2016.

Fine tennis and weather  
for spectators at the OR15



“On the world 
stage, Australia 
had one of its 

most successful 
years on record”

World Teams and World Titles
As last year’s report covered the period to end September 2014, there was no mention of the 
Super Seniors World Titles in Turkey in October 2014.  They are covered in this report, as well 
as the Young Seniors in Turkey in March 2015, the Seniors in France in June, and the Super 
Seniors in Croatia in September.

And what a wonderful year it has been for Australia, our teams and our players!  We are 
indeed proud and delighted with the efforts of all of our representative players.  

In Turkey in 2014, our men’s 75 team of Bob Howes (C), Don Biddle, John Mansfield and Bruce 
Rehn did splendidly to beat the number 1 seeds Germany in the final of the Bitsy Grant Cup.  
In Individual play, Don won the M75 singles, Kerry Ballard the WD65, and 

Nola Collins the WD75 – she then teamed with Don to win the XD75.  Max Byrne won the 
XD80, and Doug Corbett the XD85.

As I write this report, we are obviously 
well into planning and organising the 
2016 event in Shepparton.  This is an 
interesting experiment in that it is the first 
time that the events have been managed 
directly by TSA and “contracted out” to a 
third party operator being Shepparton 
Lawn Tennis Club.  We are confident that 
it will prove to be a great success.  The 
folks at SLTC and the Shepparton Council 
are being extremely supportive and hard 
working, and are a delight to work with.  
Unfortunately it looks again as though 
team numbers will be in the 80’s.

The 2017 event will be in Adelaide and it 
is encouraging indeed that an Organising 
Committee under the Chairmanship of Ron 
Russo is already well into planning mode.  

As foreshadowed in last year’s report, we 
conducted an extensive electronic survey 
on the ATC and the AIC, predominantly 
around the January timing.  We received 
over 1100 responses, 58% of whom had 
played one or both events in the last 7 
years.  The results were convincingly in 
favour of continuing in January.  Family 
and personal reasons, and ease of 
taking time off, were the reasons most 
cited.  Certainly, for those who voted for 
a change of timing, it was the heat that 
received most comment.

While the Young Seniors in March of this 
year were not as successful, our teams 
proudly flew the Australian banner, and 
Chris O’Mara won both the Mixed and 
Men’s 45 doubles.

On to France in June for the Seniors World 
Titles.  The M60 team beat first the French 
seeded 1, and then the USA seeded 2, to 
win the Von Cramm Cup.  A wonderful win 
to Mike Collins (C), Andrew Rae, Wayne 
Pascoe and Colin Holgate!  Glenn Busby 
again proved he is a class above winning 
the M55 singles. Ros Balodis won the 
Women’s singles in that age group and 
then teamed with Leanne Swaysland to 
take the WD55.  Other Individual winners 
were Brenda Foster (WD50) Lyn Mortimer 
(WD60) Eddie Myers and Leanne Scott 
(XD55) - plus Bruce Ferguson, Wanda 
Howes and Sara Goddard won their 
respective Consolation singles events.

The final World event of the year was the 
Super Seniors in Croatia in September.  No 
cups unfortunately, but our Men’s 80 team 
came a very close second to Germany.  
But again we did well in the Individuals.  
Max Bates and Ramon Funtera won the 
MD65, Adrienne Avis and Helen Worland 
the WD65, and Adrienne also took home 
the XD65 trophy.  Jill Taylor won the XD75, 
and Claude Wenzel the XD80.

All up, what a great year for 
Australia.  Congratulations to  
all of our representative players.   
At present, we have no less than  
18 World Champions –  
what a wonderful effort!

What a
wonderful

effort!
TSV Secretary Wendy Harrison receives  
the Team Carnival Trophy for Victoria

M75 Bitsy Grant Cup winners – Turkey October 2014

M60 Von Cramm Cup winners – France June 2015

Leanne Swaysland (left) 
& Ros Balodis – WD55 
World Champions 
France June 2015

WD65 World Champions  
Adrienne Avis (left) & Helen Worland –  
Croatia Sept 2015

Jill Taylor and  
Claude Wenzel –  
Mixed Gold  
medals in  
Croatia



TENNIS SENIORS AUSTRALIA INC.

Summary of financial results for the years ended 30 September
Operating statements

 2016 2015 2014 2013 2012 
 Budget Actual Actual Actual Actual
  $ $ $ $ $
Income:     

Divisional fees received  13,800   14,556   22,312   22,056   35,292 

Participation (PFP) fees received  7,800   7,348   6,953   8,966  (3,883)

Total received from Divisions  21,600   21,904   29,265   31,022   31,409 

Carnival/Aust championships (net)  19,000   18,781   19,593   11,397   18,869 

Oceania Regional (net)  6,000   7,075   3,381   -     -   

Australian claycourts  -     -     -     1,021   996 

National closed  400   216   -     -     -   

Total tournament income (net)  25,400   26,072   22,974   12,418   19,865 

Interest received  2,500   3,461   4,316   4,837   5,012 

Sponsorship  -     -     -     -     -    
  49,500   51,437   56,555   48,277   56,286 
Expenses:     

Office expenses  4,000   3,998   4,115   4,260   3,800 

Depreciation  1,000   1,263   3,302   799   851 

Honoraria  9,000   9,000   6,750   10,200   9,200 

Sanction fees  9,000   8,181   6,232   4,186   3,922 

Promotion costs  5,400   5,069   6,123   164   629 

Meetings and travel costs  20,200   20,742   19,448   20,527   21,563 

ITF teams  2,000   1,625   1,450   8,386   7,099 

Sundry expenses  1,400   1,284   1,262   1,238   1,456 

  52,000   51,162   48,682   49,760   48,520 
Surplus (deficit) for year (2,500)  275   7,873  (1,483)  7,766

Statement of financial position at

  30/09/15 30/09/14 30/09/13 30/09/12
  $ $ $ $
Assets:     
Cash at bank and in term deposits   113,048   122,657   110,669   115,042 

Office equipment at w/down value   1,414   819   1,727   1,427 

Prepayments   6,489   -     -     -   

Receivables   -     -     1,432   -   

   120,951   123,476   113,828   116,469 
Less:
Liabilities/provisions   -     2,800   1,025   2,183 
Accumulated surplus at financial yr end       120,951   120,676   112,803   114,286 

Finance
The accounts reflect a small operating 
surplus of $275 for the year ended 30 
September 2015.  This compares with a 
surplus of $7,873 in the previous year.  The 
major items contributing to this change 
from the 2014 year were:
• Membership fee receipts from Divisions 

were down $7,756. This reflects the 
transfer by TSSA and TSV to the PFP 
programme.

• Interest received was down $855, a 
result of reduced interest rates.

• These were partly offset by an increase 
in OR15 net revenue of $3,694.

• Total expenses were $2,480 up on the 
previous year.  This was essentially due 
to an increase in ITF sanction fees of 
$1,949. This increase was a result of the 
ITF now needing to charge VAT (GST) 
plus an unfavourable movement in the 
currency exchange rate.

• Meeting and travel costs were 
marginally up in 2015, $1,294 or 6%.

• Promotion costs were $1,054 down 
against 2014.

• Changes in accounting procedures in 
2014 for depreciation and honoraria 
produced compensating variances 
when compared with 2015.

At 30 September 2015, Tennis Seniors 
Australia had an accumulated surplus 
of $120,951.  A summary of the financial 
results is included in this report.  
The Tennis Seniors Australia audited 
financial report for the year to 30 
September 2015 is provided to all 
Divisions.

“Our funding model has changed deliberately and 
considerably over the past 4 years”

Divisional Office Bearers
There has only been one change of 
President and one change of Secretary 
in the State Divisions in the past year.  In 
Queensland, Phil Waight had completed 
his 5 year term and is now replaced as 
President by Gail Bates.  And in Victoria, 
Rosemary Davis takes over from Wendy 
Harrison as Secretary.  Welcome to you 
both.

Full details of Office Bearers can be found 
at tennisseniors.org.au/admin.htm



Marketing and Promotion
Our electronic newsletter “The Racquet” continues to be sent out every few months to 
about 3500 subscribers and the feedback we receive is always positive.  We try to keep the 
stories relevant, interesting, newsy and informative – we hope that we achieve that aim.  
Feedback is always welcome.  Previous issues and a form to register for future issues can 
be obtained at www.tennisseniors.org.au/newsletter
Our website is active with all the current news and is kept up to date by our Webmaster Ian 
Somers.  All of the State Divisions are now on our server so there is an automatic news feed 
of all postings on the TSA site to the State Divisions sites.  It receives about 14000 visits per 
month, up from about 11000 last year - this includes all the States.  There is now a “Contact 
Us” facility if you ever wish to make comment or give us some feedback – go to  www.
tennisseniors.org.au/contactus.htm
Finally, more and more fans and participants of seniors tennis are following our Facebook 
page at www.facebook.com/tennisseniorsaustralia
Our number of “likes” increases each week it seems, and is now well over 400 from 300 this 
time last year. 

Thanks and acknowledgements
On behalf of the Executive, I thank all State Division Presidents, Secretaries and Committee 
personnel for their hard work throughout the year.  I have mentioned previously that is 
becoming harder to find people to fill these roles, and their efforts are indeed appreciated.

Additionally, our appreciation is extended to Gail Bates for her ongoing enthusiasm and 
work as our Ranking Coordinator and for her help with the compilation of statistical and 
historical documents. Steve Longworth is our Tournament Manager, and continues to 
give great and much appreciated support to the Executive in a variety of areas within his 
expertise.  Ian Somers our Webmaster (and in his absence John Greenup from ACT) is always 
on call to post articles and continuously improve our website.  We thank Peter Breugelmans 
(ACT) who does the work of the Public Officer, a position associated with our organisation 
being an incorporated association.  Di Cassel often does newsy and informative posts from 
tournaments on our Facebook page, and we extend thanks to her also.

This past year, we have done a lot of work with Tennis Australia, and we thank Bruce 
Osborne and Travis Atkinson (as well as the many other Head Office people at TA who we 
call on from time to time) for their continued interest in seniors tennis.  This includes, but 
is not limited to, their support for our overseas representative teams.  Bruce is moving to 
a new role at TA, and at an opportune time we will say an appropriate “thank you” for his 
efforts and assistance over past years.  But it is important to record in this Annual Report, 
how much we appreciate what he has done.

Tom Hancy is now our Publicity Officer, and does great work in that role.  Thank you Tom 
– and so good to have you back!

Our selectors do a fine job sometimes in difficult circumstances and are often faced with 
tough decisions.  Invariably there will be voices of dissent with some of their decisions, but 
we know that they diligently study the results, rankings and current performance in the 
process they follow.  Thank you to all of them.

On a personal note, I extend a very sincere thank you to my colleagues on the Executive, 
who have been untiring in their efforts to support me and to get through the work, and 
deal with the issues, that running a business of this nature involves.  We are all standing for 
election again in 2016, but obviously the AGM will decide if we are re-elected.  However, I 
take this opportunity to note a topic I raise continuously with the Presidents – succession 
planning.  New, energetic and informed talent will be needed to grow and effectively 
manage seniors tennis in the years ahead.

Finally, to all of our players, participants and supporters – thank you for playing the game 
we love in 2015.  We hope that you, and many others, do so again in 2016.

Reg Trevaskis, President
On behalf of the Executive, TSA  

 November 2015

Awards and Accolades
On behalf of all our players, we extend 
our congratulations to the winners of 
the 2015 TSA Awards.  World Champion 
Glenn Busby has been an awesome 
inspiration for many years, and was 
deservedly named Player of the Year.  Gail 
Jones received the Administrator of the 
Year Award, as recognition for her many 
years of hard-working and diligent service 
as Secretary of TSACT.  Nola Collins from 
Victoria, who has been battling illness, 
was named as the winner of the Player 
Recognition Award.  The prestigious 
Tennis Australia Newcombe Awards are 
held in Melbourne in November, and 
World title holder Ros Balodis received 
the Senior Player of the Year accolade.

In addition, we congratulate Tom Hancy 
on receiving Life Membership of TSA at 
the tournament dinner at Kooyong during 
the Oceania Regional Championships.  
Tom has been a wonderful worker and 
supporter of tennis generally, as well as 
seniors tennis, for many years, including 
his dedicated time as Secretary of TSA.

Life members Carl Anjou (left) and Tom Hancy 

World Champions – Australian Open Day 2015
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